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IAC Console - Local Language
The Integrated Attendant Console Local Language feature introduces support
for any language which can be read left-to-right. No additional installation or
licensing is necessary.

IAC Console now includes
support for local
languages.
Easily configured for
languages such as Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, Thai and
Spanish.
Supported in business,
hotel/motel and serviced
office modes.

Directory entries can contain a mixture of languages within the one directory entry. Microsoft Access
and SQL Server directory databases are both supported. Localisation includes:
Database lookups
Search results and matches
Screen pops, including greeting line and database fields
Notepad display
Buttons labels
DBTool - add, update and delete records in any left-to-right language.
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IAC LOCAL LANGUAGE SUPPORT
IAC Local Language can be installed on either an English based or a localised version of Windows 7 or
Windows XP Pro. Languages which can be used are only limited by the font sets which are installed on the PC.
Directory data can be entered and updated manually in any combination of left-to-right languages.
For hospitality users guest names can appear in the language most familiar to the user. For serviced office
users, the names of the clients can likewise appear in the language used by the user.

IAC LOCAL LANGUAGE BENEFITS
User training time is reduced due to the familiar language.
Hospitality and Serviced Office users can maintain a more professional image with fewer
mispronunciations due to language difficulties.
IAC Directory databases can be utilised more widely since they can be in the language used by the
majority of staff.
Less time is spent mentally translating names from English so user efficiency is improved.
Searching for names is more likely to be successful at first attempt meaning that operators can
process more calls.
EXAMPLE OF IAC DATABASE ENTRY APPLICATION:

